Senior Class Members Elect Sanders, Wright, Peacock in Close Finish

Edwin Espy Speaks Sunday to Y* Forum On Effects of War

Mr. Espy is Secretary of Volunteers Movement

The Y. M. C. A. forum speaker Sunday will be Mr. R. H. Edwin Espy, who will use his topic "War and Its Hurt to the People of the World." Mr. Espy is at present the general secretary of the Student Volunteer Movement and a leader in the present drive for World Student Service Funds.

He attended Hillsdale University in California and served as president of the Y.M.C.A., the Interfraternity Council, and the senior class. After receiving his B. D. degree in 1933 at the General Union College, he began an extensive European experience with a German-American exchange fellowship. He studied for a year, gaining an exceptional knowledge of modern life in Germany. Mr. Espy also served as executive secretary of the first World Conference of Christian Youth.

The forum will begin at 4:00 o'clock Sunday afternoon on "War And Its Hurt to the People of the World." Mr. Espy returned from two years of study in Europe.

(The continued on page 3)

**Sunday Speaker**

Dr. Brittain, 'Uncle Heinnie' Celebrate Birthdays Together

Oldest Faculty Member Still 'Going Strong'

Back on the job after a recent siege of sickness, John Henry Henika, affectionately referred to as "Uncle Heinnie" by the thousands of Tech students and alumni celebrated his eighty-sixth birthday this past Tuesday.

Dr. Brittain

The highlight of this day was a luncheon given jointly for "Uncle Heinnie" and Dr. Brittain, who also celebrated his birthday on Tuesday, by the Mechanical Engineering department.

(Continued on page 3)

Campus Key Man Is Giving Editor Inefficiency Complex

Pastebased Blueprint Without A Yellow Jacket Page Will Be Published This Year

By Henry Cooklin

"Haw," said Jackson Smith, editor of the BLUEPRINT, "Cromartie keeps a chess board in his room and the pawns on it are his stogies on the campus. He keeps them there so he can put them back in their places if they go out of order." Such was the retort given by the chap over at the Phi Sig house in answer to Mr. Cromartie's statement last week that the BLUEPRINT might be printed without a cover to save him. Mr. Smith to pay for his new contribution. I'm gonna trade the open car in on a closed model now that winter is coming," said "Haw," and the BLUEPRINT will have a cover on it—a paste-board one!

The Dirty Yellow Jacket

"The annual is coming along fine, considering everything. I just wish the military promotions would be made soon so that we could give them space this year. And unless the YELLOW JACKET quits making dirty jokes at the staff of the BLUEPRINT, there's going to be a big blank page where their piece is supposed to be and it will be covered with yellow paint."

That Flirty Lure Again

"I certainly hope that we have good land for the mid-term dances if we are going to shell out that extra money," said Mr. Smith, as he expressed the sentiments of the entire student body. "I hope that Anak will get some other big feature than the campus dance this year that their Saturday night dances have been cancelled."

The Flaming Key Man

"I only wish that Cromartie would get his mind off it over once in a while that he's giving me an inefficiency complex if he doesn't watch it," concluded Mr. Smith as he ratted some colins in his pocket to imitate the sound of keys.

(Continued on page 3)

Service Fund Drive Starts This Monday

All Contributions Will Go to Help Students in Foreign Prison Camps

With the support of leading relief agencies and men prominent in the world, the Student Service Fund has launched its 1940-41 drive for $100,000 to aid war-stricken students in Europe and the Far East. The first drive was carried on throughout the nation.

Tech Will Take Part

Next week the Tech representatives wearing white and gold ribbons will accept donations from students throughout the campus. This year, due to the increased number of prisoners of war, the North Carolina campus will have been at a quarter contribution from each student.

A European Administering Committee has been formed to take care of the distribution of funds in all parts of Europe. Eight representatives from Georgia, North Carolina, and the Red Cross, the Pax Romana, and the World Council of Churches, will supervise the European branch of the Fund to see that the money reaches its destination.

Sunday Speaker
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The forum will begin at 4:00 o'clock Sunday afternoon on "War And Its Hurt to the People of the World." Mr. Espy returned from two years of study in Europe.
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**Our Part in the World Student Service Fund**

This week, the TECHNIQUE has been published in the interests of the World Student Service Fund. This Fund was established soon after the outbreak of the present war, and its purpose was to supply aid to students who have been thrown into the dreaded prison camps in Europe. Money contributed by colleges throughout the United States is sent to Y.M.C.A. officials in Europe, who purchase books and recreational needs for the students in the camps.

Last year, under the sponsorship of the Tech Y.M.C.A., Georgia Tech sent several hundred dollars to the New York headquarters. This year, each school is urged to give a quarter so that Tech’s contribution may be increased. Next year Tech has been set aside as the World Student Service Fund Week at Tech. Students and faculty will be asked to contribute to this worthwhile cause.

In co-operation with the Y.M.C.A., the TECHNIQUE staff requests that each student seize the fine opportunity to help alleviate suffering caused by war and to show their appreciation for the help which the people of this country are giving the students in foreign lands.

**Love Binds God and Man**

God first loved man, graciously addressed him, and endowed him with His Son. God was first good to man and man’s goodness is a response to the goodness of God. We love God because He first loved us. To love God means to love mankind; to serve God means to serve mankind, for there is no service to mankind which is not a service of God. Man is bound to God by love and this love is common to each other.

Love is the most generous of the emotions for it permits within its domain the happiness of someone else. Love never reasons but provisos its all like a thoughtless prodigal and does not consider the work done too little. There where is room in the heart there is room in the house or in the purse.

The first fruit of love is tenderness and generosity to man. Generosity gives itself rich; covetousness hoards itself poor. Generosity in giving of what one is or of what one has is brotherly love in action. The place of generosity is, like other emotions, business.

Love and generosity are interrelated. Where there is generosity there is love; where there is love, there is generosity. It is my firm belief that we would have hurt our cause; rather than helped it.

Generosity gives itself rich; covetousness hoards itself poor. Generosity in giving of what one is or of what one has is brotherly love in action. The place of generosity is, like other emotions, business.

**Suffering and Deprivation Alleviated by W. S. S. F.**

The work that the World Student Service Fund has done and is doing should prove to the Tech student that his contribution will not be wasted.

In the first World War, the Y.M.C.A. carried out the theme by administering relief to the millions of war prisoners in Germany. At present, students in China, Russia, and Europe are receiving similar help and in which enabling them to continue their studies.

American students last year subscribed $84,250 to the W.S.S.F. and have added $45,000 to their contribution this year. The total has steadily climbed since the $19,900 given during 1938. The total amount is $250,560. Given in 1939 were $28,000 and $41,000 in 1940. Tech contributed only $168 to the $64,250 total of last year, as compared with the $65,000 given by Agnes Scott College.

Tech students are further assured that the money given by Tech students in belligerent countries will not contribute to the war budgets of those countries. The Chinese government cannot support the students fully, therefore, they would not be spending money for the purposes for which relief money is used. European belligerents would not spend money on educating war prisoners and thus would have no additional funds freed.—R. C. E.

**Letter to the Students**

Fellow Students—

It would like to take this opportunity to thank the student body for the orderly and punctually way in which they have handled the financial side of this University. It would express the fine opportunity to help alleviate suffering caused by war and that each student pick up and give a quarter to the students the white and gold ribbon.

**Love is the most generous of the emotions for it permits within its domain the happiness of someone else. Love never reasons but provisos its all like a thoughtless prodigal and does not consider the work done too little. There where is room in the heart there is room in the house or in the purse.**

**The TECHNIQUE**

November 14, 1945

**Ramblin’ Wreckonings**

By MAXWELL L. SHATTEN, JR.

Two Eye Shine

If you failed to attend the T.F.P. last Saturday night, you missed one of the most dazzling extravaganzas ever put on by Georgia Tech’s better engineers. Being the first formal fraternity gathering of the year, it was attended by representative students from every group on the campus. Even some members of the faculty were on hand to indulge in a bit of a cure. It was an amazing sight to behold two million dollars’ worth of girl’s gowns in the melodies of Harry Hearn’s music in the grand ballroom of the Shriners Masonic Temple. The colorful grandeur of the ladies’ gowns made one assume that they, like Helen Troy, got dresses from Paris. AllTechsters, who attended the dance, are grateful to the T.F.P. for a delightful evening.

**Football Fans**

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Tech (she will be remembered as Aline Matyer) were mighty proud of their sons last Saturday night when they whipped the Kentucky “Wild Cats” to avenge the miserable washouts received during the previous encounter, some twelve months ago. Attending this enjoyable game, a former king named Raul.” Right you are, Mr. Shatten! The handsome Mr. Paul Spry, looking as fine as he always does.

Another football star is reported to have been on hand if you, reader, you have the most daz­zling smile of appreciation for the words of wisdom which you scribble learned to whisper to your friends. But—there’s that simple, that charming little incident which your column has succeeded in making known. Let’s have another.

**The Dreadful Species**

It’s nine, most of the time, being between classes. You have the opportunity to momentarily haul even a perfect date out of getting into trouble. You can guide her to the proper seal of the hearts of men’s places. You can guide her to the proper seal of the hearts of men’s places. You can guide her to the proper seal of the hearts of men’s places. You can guide her to the proper seal of the hearts of men’s places. You can guide her to the proper seal of the hearts of men’s places.

**Georgia School of Technology**

The Georgia School of Technology offers to young men of ability and ambition a course of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering.

The national reputation of this institution is based not on claims, but on results. Its greatest asset is its large body of graduates who represent the industry and commerce of the South.

The Tech graduates succeed because they have been trained both to think scientifically and to work efficiently.

Courses in Civil, Electrical, Mechanical, Textile, General, Ceramic, Chemical, Aeronautical, Architectural and Public Health Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, and Industrial Management

Coast Artillery, Signal Corps, Navy, Infantry, and Ordnance Units of the R. O. T. C.

*For Further Information Address:* THE REGISTRAR GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY, ATLANTA.
The Aeronautical Engineering Department at Georgia Tech is one of the outstanding schools of airplane manufacture and design in the United States. It is the oldest and largest aeronautical school in the South and has attracted much attention to its activities in education and research.

In 1930 the Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics found that it had on hand a large amount of unappropriated money. It was decided to found an aeronautics teaching school in the South and has attracted much attention to its activities.

A survey of seven Guggenheim schools was conducted to find the one best qualified to carry out the purpose of the foundation, with the result that Tech was chosen. The school at Tech is one of seven Guggenheim schools.

Facilities Are Excellent

The facilities of the department are excellent. Included in the equipment are two wind tunnels, one 25-foot tunnel for static work and a nine-foot tunnel for research. This larger wind tunnel, incidentally, is one of the largest wind tunnels belonging to a college in this country. For six years the department has been carrying out research on the design of a helicopter. The work has attracted so much interest because of the plane's single lifting and propelling surface.

Aviation: The Future

It is the belief of Professor Montgomery Knight, head of the department, that if aviation is ever to be brought within the grasp of the ordinary man, it must be by means of such relativity simple and compressed air craft as the single lifting and propelling surface.

Student Leaders

Endorse Fund Drive

"We are, indeed, very happy to have the privilege of endorsing the World Student Service Fund Drive, sponsored by the Tech Y. M. C. A. in this International Student Service Fund Drive can display their generosity."

"We feel certain that each Tech student who is so courageously enduring the deprivation of the prison camps."

"Our contribution will help greatly toward alleviating the suffering of these imprisoned students."

H. E. Graduates Are in Demand

Graduates in A. E. are widely employed throughout the industry. They are at work in manufacturing plants, designing laboratories, research projects, government and industry, and in the operation and technical supervision of airplanes for the leading airlines and for the Army and Navy.

When you're ready to buy, write or wire for full details on your choice of services and supplies...

Rand & Company, Inc. 24 Hour Automobile Service

ARCHITECTS, ENGINEERS, SUPPLIES 565 SPRING STREET 949 YEARS IN ATLANTA
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70 FORSYTH ST., N. W.

M O O R E S, INC.

W. E. COLE, M.D.

1920

Opticians

H. E. COLE, M.D.

MAKE THE

EXAMINATIONS

For defending A. E.

...in服. This article in the series about Tech's departments was written especially to interest new students.

By Terrell Greene

The Guggenheim Fund Established School Which Draws Much Attention by Its Activities in Education and Research.

"Uncle Heinnie" (Continued from page 1)

After his usual day's work, "Uncle Heinnie" spent his evening with his adopted grandchildren and great grandchildren. His only living relative is a cousin in Michigan whom he hasn't seen for many years.

"Uncle Heinnie" is now in the forty-seventh successive year as a member of the Tech faculty. In reference to his age, he says, "There is only one way that I can account for my lasting fourwheels and six years. That is because it has been God's wish that I stay here; so let us put the credit where it is due."

middle link of a three-part journey: point of departure to flying field, the air trip, and the land trip from landing field to destination. The aim of the helicopter designer is to provide a means of "door-to-door" air transportation. Landing speeds must be low, and maneuverability high to enable an average person to operate an airplane.

A. E. Graduates Are in Demand

Graduates in A. E. are widely employed throughout the country. They are at work in manufacturing plants, designing laboratories, research projects, government and industry, and in the operation and technical supervision of airplanes for the leading airlines and for the Army and Navy.

Purpose of WSSF

Designed to Aid

War Torn Students

The World Student Service Fund was founded in 1920 by the National Intercollegiate Christian Council and the Student Service Bureau. It was founded to help students in war torn countries continue their education.

The W. S. S. F. provides aid to both students and professors who are victims of war. It not only helps them to continue their education but also provides them with food and medical service. It is international, non-sectional and non-political, ministering to the student victims of war wherever they are found—in Europe, in China, in internment camps, or in exile.

Get Student Support

The W. S. S. F. does not appeal to the general public, and it is only

(Continued on page 8)

Dr. Brittain—(Continued from page 1)
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FLOWS IN A 1600 MILE TELEPHONE FURROW

In times like these, with costs going up and the threat of the draft to add to the boredom, it's no wonder that people (and Tech men) turn to a little har­mony to unclasp. A lot has happened in the world at large since last finals that we'll try to concoct ourselves with that comfortable musical world.

By the way, Interfraternity Council, are you investigating a band for Mid-Term yet? You know proctorati­nation never gets Tech a top-notch outfit! A word to the wise . . .

Jimmie Dorsey last week received
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Another Bowl bid.

defensive play gave us a 6-0 victory.

From Alabama since 1932, as Johnny Bosch's passing and Buck Murphy's running ran up an early lead, but the Tide managed to overtake a tired.

Running yards during the game.

JACKETS FACE MIGHTY 'BAMA

for the 27th renewal of a series as close as any in the country. To date.

Mizell scored three touchdowns in the last period. Mizell picked up over 200 yards running from scrimmage during the game.

After our 1929 loss, the series lapsed until 1932. Once again Alabama was the power of the country, while the entire first-string Jacket team was crippled. Coach Alex gambled with a complete second-string ball squad. However, they played inspired defensive ball to win 6-0 and knock the Tide out of a bowl. The next five years were bad ones for the Jackets, as they lost to Oklahoma and Rose Bowl games.

In 1938, we finally broke the ice with a 14-14 tie. Billy Dickens' passing and running ran up an early lead, but the Tide managed to overtake a tired.

Last year's heartbreaker is well remembered here at Tech. Early in the game, Johnny Bosch's great passing gave us a 7-0 lead. Alabama soon nullified it, however, by running back the next kickoff for a touchdown. A blocked kick set up the Tide's second touchdown in the second half. The Orange Bowl team won our first victory from Alabama in 1932, as Johnny Bossh's passing and Buck Murphy's running ran up an early lead.
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Engineers Conquer Kentucky

Wildcats Score Twice Through Vaunted Aerial Attack
As Ramblin' Reck's Passes and Running Attack Click

A few spectators have seen more football in one game than those hardly souls who braved the chill winds at Grant Field last Saturday. The Yellow Jackets from Tech took on a rip-sizzling bunch of Wildcats from the blue grass country in what turned out to be a much closer game than the score indicates.

Wildcats Always Dangerous

Although building up an early lead of thirteen points, the Techsters were kept jumping all afternoon by that wuld'n't quit playing ball! Possibly ever-present threats to the Tech pass defense in two of the finest passers seen on the Flats this season, backs Ermal Allen and Phil Cutchin, the Cats brought a wide open type of attack that kept the stands on their feet almost the whole of the second half.

First blood of the game was drawn by the Jackets when a 45-yard reverse by speed merchant Pat McHugh and a brilliant end-around by Harry Arthar set the scenes for little Bobby Dodd's second-try fine kick to pay out for the second mark of the Wildcats.

Wildcats Tallied Just Before Half

In the second quarter when John Boesch safe-caught Mullin's kick on the Tech's 45. Using all the offensive power they could muster — short sweeps by Dave Eldridge, plays through the line by Bosch, and power through the courtesy of Plaster and the Wildcats were perfectly well on the parade track. Just to tip things off, Mr. Plaster kicked for point—good this time, and left the score 2-0, Tech, deep into the second period.

Kentucky Scores On Pass

In one of his wackiest plays yet seen, the Wildcats tallied just before half time. Phil Cutchin, seeing time before half for only one more play,}

Tech Back Demonstrates A Reverse to Kentucky

Pensacola Flyers Use
Aerials in Victory

The Pensacola Aviators took to the air last week and earned a victory over the Tech Bees—the score 13-7 via air mail. The Naval Station was led to victory by Nels Puett, ex-University of Texas star, and Paul Kidd, Tommy Harmon's understudy of last year.

R.C.A. VICTOR AND BLUEBIRD RECORDS

Listen! To Our Program of Newest Hits Every Sunday Afternoon
Over Station WATL
Fraternity Football Season Is in Full Swing on Sandlots

Unofficial Games Offer Beer Parties, Cups, and Skins To Victors; Frats Play Foreign College Chapters

Although the Inter-fraternity Council will probably not sponsor a football league this year, many of the frats have gotten teams together and are busy settling old scores and piling up new ones.

Some of the fraternities, Beta Theta Pi in particular, are putting together games by drawing beer parties with the opposing fraternities on a loser-pay-all basis. The festive Beasts have already won a party from Chi Phi by virtue of a 27 to 18 victory last Sunday, and are shooting for another when they face Delta Tau Delta over the week-end. Delta Sigma Phi and Phi Gamma Delta, two fraternities which go in for more permanent smells of victory, are in the midst of a three-out-of-five series for a silver cup. The Delta Sigma boys have won two straight and need only to win this year to establish permanent possession.

Play Foreign Games

Some of the fraternities are invading other fraternities in search of opponents (if Aggie Scott has a team, now is the time for them to speak up.) The Tau Eps have acquired themselves nobly thus far by downing their Emory brother 15 to 0 and kicking the A.O.'s at Southern Dental School by a score of 14 to 0. RAE downed its Emory chapter by a score of 6 to 0 last Sunday. The Sigma Chi will play their chapter at Emory and Georgia soon; and Sigma Nu is playing its Emory chapter this Sunday, the price being a much cherished cow bell, which is presented to the winners each year.

Other interfraternity games, with their scores, are as follows: Old Phi 18-Sigma Chi 0, Sigma Nu 0-B.P.E. 12, Kappa Sigma 12-Kappa Alpha 18, Kappa Sigma 0-Delta Sigma Phi 6. The accuracy of the above scores is not guaranteed, because in almost every case each participant gave a different score. The names of the winners are correct, however.

Fraternal Seeking New Foes

Although quite a few games have been played so far, some of the fraternities are still looking around for opponents. ATO is in this plight and is still gladly accepting any fraternities which have open dates. Pi Kappa Alpha and Alpha Phi would like to start a series with another fraternity, the loser to present the winner with a cup or party or both.

Campus Memorial

Students at Emory University prefer to call the campus water tank the "Bobby Jones Memorial." The famous golfer studied law at Emory in 1927-28.

Have fun-be friendly

Treat yourself and others to fresh-tasting Wrigley's Spearmint Gum

The Flavor Lasts

Flippin' the Coin

By Scott Kelso

(Editor's Note: This is the second of a series of predictions.)

This weekend brings many close games all over the nation and makes it tough to pick the winners. In a year of continued upsets, all we can do is play hunches on which teams will be "up" and which will be "down" come Saturday. Such games as the Texas-Baylor and Pitt-Fordham battles make the fans give up trying to pick the winners and just wait for the results. Last week we did pretty well, missing only one and predicting six correctly for a percentage of 86.7.

In the SEC

We'll take Georgia over Center, Tulane to beat N.Y.U., Miami to defeat Florida by a very close margin. Kentucky in an easy one with Southwestern, Vanderbilt over Louisiana, and Alabama to win after a battle with Tech. (The Tide's last half comeback over Tulane was too convincing.) Tennessee and Miss. State step out of the conference to play former bowl foes, Boston College and Duquesne. We look for a repetition of results here and pick State and Boston College. Another important southern game not in the SEC is the Duke-North Carolina fight. Duke should have little trouble.

In the Big Ten

We predict Michigan to beat Co-Lincoln State to win from Illinois, and Minnesota to remain unbeaten and untied in their scrap with Iowa. Not being satisfied with Notre Dame's boasts, we predict Northwestern to upset these Irish on a lunch that Northwestern can stop a passing attack.

In the Ivy League

Finding two close ones, we give Penn a slight edge over Army and Cornell the choice in a toss-up with Harvard.

In the SWC

Texas should come back to whip Texas Christian, and Texas A. and M. should win from Rice, which is the typical "hot and cold" team. Hope they're not "hot" this week-end.

In the Big Six

We again find ourselves in a dead heat, but close ones. This time we'll take Nebraska over a fighting Pitt last week Pitt crippled the football world by defeating Fordham to the tune of 10-0, and pick Minnesota to be the Big Six champion after winning a hard one from Oklahoma, also undefeated and untied in conference games.

In the Pacific Coast Conference

Stanford will find a hard foe in Washington State but is headed Rose Bowl way and will take no chances. Oregon State has a fight ahead but should emerge victor over the University of California.
Socially Speaking

By Peaceful and Sorrow

The other day we got the editor of this rag over to one side and whispered a few sweet nothings in his ear. He was an usual date too. He flinched, and stared at us agast. "What salary?" he quizzed. "What hell does he think we do this for and whispered a few sweet nothings in his ear. He was as usual quite a clever date too. She does her the football field.

The Sigma Kappa's must not feed their prey very well, for at a black fry at Dr. Norman's home, Jack Smith proceeded to devour at least half a well-fed cow and coffee spited with olive juice.

The Beta's have taken the initiative, by instituting a new course in the curriculum of Georgia Tech. This recent addition has been named L. 5 (movie lab). The ultimate degree given is a B. S. (balcony sitting).

Your instructor, "Peaceful Joe," urgently requests that Bob Steudel and Bill Price drop by and pick up the record, "It's Peaceful in the Country," which they stole from the Phi Sten house.

The Theta Chi's plan a hayride to North Fulton Park Saturday evening by the pledges. The hayride will proceed from Tech to the Fritz Orr Club, where a super will precede an early evening dance. Following the dance, the members will set out on a possum hunt, hoping to outdo the Pikes' by catch one of these elusive creatures.

| RENT A CAR |
| Dixie Drive It Yourself |
| NEW FORDS, PLYMOUTHS and CHEVROLETS |
| Reasonable Rates |
| 26 ELLIS ST., N. E. |
| Atlanta, Ga. 1070 |
| Tech Representative — Walt Penney |

FRATERNITY ENTERTAINMENT —

SIGMA CHI

The highlight of this weekend will be the Sigma Chi hayride, to be given Saturday evening by the pledges. The hayride will proceed from Tech to the Fritz Orr Club, where a super will precede an early evening dance. Following the dance, the members will set out on a possum hunt.

THETA CHI

The Theta Chi's plan a hayride to North Fulton Park Saturday evening. A weiner roast and steak fry will be given by the pledges for the choicest piece of meat is offered them, they must throw it away and fill out a sandwich of their own.

Bulldog Club Holds Initiation For New Men

The strange creatures seen on the campus last week were not refugees from that famous institution at McGillville but new members of the Bulldog Club.

The Bulldog Club is an honorary society for juniors and seniors, membership being based upon ability in campus activities. The club encourages leadership, scholarship, and interest in school activities. Each year it sponsors the inter-fraternity bowling league, the Thanksgiving cake race, and the giving of Christmas baskets to charity. The Theta Chi's plan a hayride to North Fulton Park Saturday evening. A weiner roast and steak fry will be given for the choicest piece of meat is offered them, they must throw it away and fill out a sandwich of their own.

Dorothy Thompson Will Speak Tuesday At City Auditorium

Famous Commentator Will Lecture on Current Events

Dorothy Thompson, world-renowned columnist and speaker, will lecture next Tuesday night at the City Auditorium. Scheduled for 8:30, the talk will be on the subject "These Critical Days.

The lecture is expected to include an analysis of the possibilities of war, chance of American participation, and other aspects of the struggle. As an expert on international affairs, Dorothy Thompson, wife of novelist Sinclair Lewis, has written widely read articles for Look and Life magazines and other periodicals. She belongs to that select group of American newspaper correspondents who have interviewed Hitler.

During the past few days Dorothy Thompson has consistently predicted events. Because of her outstanding speaking ability, and because of her brilliant powers of analysis and prediction, the talk is certain to be of interest to all who attend.

The right place to eat Thanksgiving dinner is at home—and the right way to get home is by Greyhound! Maybe money doesn't mean anything to you—and then again maybe it does. At any rate you'll save a lot of time and money traveling at Greyhound's low round-trip fares—and you'll have a lot more fun going with the crowd. Plan now to take this trip to "turkey" by Super-Coach at a super-saving!

Greyhound Lines

31 Cola St., N. W., Atlanta, Ga.

Phone WA. 6500

Greenville, S. C. 2.73 4.94
Nashville, Tenn. 3.26 5.88
Richmond, Va. 6.93 12.50
Boston, Mass. 13.80 24.68

Dorothy Thompson will speak Tuesday at City Auditorium. Famous Commentator Will Lecture on Current Events

Dorothy Thompson, world-renowned columnist and speaker, will lecture next Tuesday night at the City Auditorium. Scheduled for 8:30, the talk will be on the subject "These Critical Days."

The lecture is expected to include an analysis of the possibilities of war, chance of American participation, and other aspects of the struggle. As an expert on international affairs, Dorothy Thompson, wife of novelist Sinclair Lewis, has written widely read articles for Look and Life magazines and other periodicals. She belongs to that select group of American newspaper correspondents who have interviewed Hitler.

During the past few days Dorothy Thompson has consistently predicted events. Because of her outstanding speaking ability, and because of her brilliant powers of analysis and prediction, the talk is certain to be of interest to all who attend.

The right place to eat Thanksgiving dinner is at home—and the right way to get home is by Greyhound! Maybe money doesn't mean anything to you—and then again maybe it does. At any rate you'll save a lot of time and money traveling at Greyhound's low round-trip fares—and you'll have a lot more fun going with the crowd. Plan now to take this trip to "turkey" by Super-Coach at a super-saving!
Regional Convention Of Alpha Phi Omega Convenes in Atlanta

Eight Southern Schools Send Representatives

Representatives of eight chapters of Alpha Phi Omega, the national service fraternity, will gather in Atlanta at the Robert Fulton Hotel on November 22-23 for a Southeastern Regional Convention. Chapters to be represented include Clemson, North Carolina, Howard, Auburn, Georgia, Miami, Florida, and Georgia Tech, as well as several preparatory chapters. The national president of Alpha Phi Omega, Roy Bartle, will preside at the meetings.

The Georgia Tech chapter has recently sponsored the formation of a new charity blood bank, with 320 Tech students typed for charity and emergency blood transfusions. The chapter is planning the annual "Ugly Man" contest, sponsored jointly with THE TECHNIQUE, a scheme for gathering money for Christmas charities in Atlanta. Full announcement of this contest, to be conducted in December, will appear soon in THE TECHNIQUE.

On Thursday night, November 6, the Georgia Tech chapter of Alpha Phi Omega elected the following new officers: President, Jim Sturrock; Vice-president, Bill Bennett; Co-op Vice-president, Max Moore; Secretary, Kirk Noblit; Treasurer, Chester Cowell; Alumni Secretary, Tom McDaniel; Historian, Bill Gaines; Senior Faculty Adviser, Mr. David Comer.

The officers of the Freshman Class are: M. J. Sanders, president; with

Prominent Speakers Featured on Radio

On next Tuesday evening the Georgia Tech Radio Program will present a discussion in connection with the English-Speaking Conference being held in Atlanta during next week. The program is to be sponsored by the Atlanta Public School System and will present several nationally known speakers.

The following Tuesday evening, November 12, the Georgia Tech Dramatics Club will give its annual program, under the direction of Mr. Waldy Herbert.

All of Georgia Tech Radio Program guests are elected by the students of the various classes, and as a means of serving this and future generations.

W S S F Drive

(Continued from page 2) through the support of American students that is able to carry on its work. It is the only relief organization that gives all of its proceeds to the aid of student victims of war.

Herbert Hoover Endorses W. S. S. F.

Herbert Hoover, former president and relief administrator in Belgium during the last war, says: "The World Student Service Fund, in its emergency work of helping to supply the essentials for the further education of students in Europe and China, is performing a particularly valuable service. Students on both continents, although in desperate situations, are striving to carry on their studies in preparation for trained educated leadership in the years to come. To the end that the ground-work be laid now for this leadership, I am glad to commend the World Student Service Fund to students, professors and college administration, as a means of serving this and future generations."

For East Distribution

In the Far East distribution of the Student Service Fund will be in the hands of the National Student Relief Commission, a group made up of leaders in educational, religious, and community life in that part of the world.

War Work Impartial

Prisoner-of-war work will be carried on impartially in all warring countries by the Fund through the World's Alliance of Y. M. C. A.'s, which has been recognized by the various governments as the principal relief agency in this field.

World Student Service Fund, in its service to students, is striving to carry on its work. It is the only relief organization as a means of serving this and future generations."
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